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Home Buying Tips 
from our community
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When it comes to buying property, every home 
buyer has a little tip or trick up their sleeve. 

They may have bought property before, or have 
picked up a few hints researching the market.

We decided to open up the Beyond Bank 
Facebook page to home owners and potential 
home owners to share their home buying tips 
and tricks with our community as part of our 

101 Tips Challenge. So to those who helped or  
see their tips within – thank you. 

Within this e-book you will find useful tips from our 
community to equip you with the best advice from 
everyday experts. The team from Beyond Bank 

are always available to assist with all your home 
buying needs from researching the suburbs you 

are interested in, through to providing 
pre-approval on a home loan and managing 

your mortgage. 

We hope you find these tips valuable on your 
home buying journey and encourage you to share 

any others you might come across.
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GettinG Started

Getting Your 
Finances In Order
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Before applying for a home loan 
reduce all your credit cards limits to 
as little as possible.

andrew a

GettinG Started Get your finances in order 

Ensure that you have some cash 
put aside after your deposit to cover 
yourself against unforseen expenses.

Shane r

Don’t spend any more than you 
can afford. And take 10% off the 
amount you think you could afford. 
Remember interest rates will go up.

Michael h

If you are on a budget always allow 
for extras you were not expecting 
such as change over fees and some 
renovations that have to be done.

hellen w

Work out your yearly bills and 
household spending, divide each 
yearly bill by 52 and put that money 
into a separate account that you 
won’t touch for everyday spending. 
It will show how much per week you 
can save and stick to your budget. 
As the money is ready in your 
account when a bill comes in, no 
more late fees. That alone can save 
hundreds of dollars per year.

deborah a

When saving for a deposit, set aside 
enough money for any surprise costs 
that come up, like minor renovations 
and furnishings.

XiaohonG J

When borrowing money for a home 
loan, borrow 5% less than the 
maximum to allow for interest rate 
fluctuations and bill increases.

natalie c

To save for your deposit, open a joint 
account and make it two to sign so 
that when you want extra money you 
need a second person to authorise 
it – making you think twice before 
spending!

lindSay F - beyond bank inSurance teaM
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Be realistic.  When borrowing 
money to buy a property ask 
yourself “if interest rates increased 
to 10% could I still meet the mortgage 
repayments”? If the answer is no then 
you have no room to manoeuvre 
when life invariably throws you a 
curve ball.

Marcia b

Put your maximum mortgage 
repayment in a separate account so 
you know how much you really have 
left in your pay once it comes out! 
This is also a good saving technique.

tiMothy w

Always budget on the reality that 
interest rates WILL go up. A low 
interest rate today may not be a low 
interest rate tomorrow. If your loan 
rate goes up by 2%, 5%, 7% will you 
be able to pay?

John V

Shop around for the best home loan 
suited to your personal needs / 
circumstances.

naoMi S

Make sure you do a budget and put 
your costs in a bit higher so that you 
have extra cash if you need it.

Scott M
Before looking at houses to purchase 
check out what amount you can 
borrow. This will help you work out 
what price range of property to look 
at. It avoids the disappointment of 
falling in love with a property you 
cannot afford. Also, if possible, get 
pre approved finance. This is a good 
bargaining tool when submitting an 
offer on a property.

kathryne b - beyond bank credit  

control teaM

Don’t stretch the budget too far, 
interest rates can go up. Invest in 
improving the home you can afford.

ann b
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When working out how much you 
can afford remember to add up all 
the fees and government charges 
associated with buying a house (and 
selling if you are selling one to buy 
new) Then also add moving costs, 
connection costs of electricity,  
phone and anything else you may 
need connected or want to add.

Sheryl c
Think ahead - will your home still be 
what you need in 3 -5 years? It costs 
money to move. Will your mortgage 
be manageable if there is a 
decrease in income in the household.

karen t

Have your bank approval lined up 
as well as a solicitor before making 
an offer. It’s a great negotiation 
point that you can sign a contract 
quickly. You will be looked at above 
someone who doesn’t even though 
your offer might not be as high.

erin M

Before you go looking, talk with 
your Bank to know what you 
can borrow and what your 
repayments are. Then you won’t 
over extend yourself and your family. 
You can then make an offer on a 
home with confidence that you won’t 
overextend your finances. 

dudley w

Put aside the amount of a mortgage 
in savings prior to taking out a home 
loan for 3 months to see if you can 
manage it. If you are paying rent, 
just top up the amount to savings to 
match the loan repayment.

Monique P

GettinG Started Get your finances in order 
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The bigger the deposit, 
the longer the saving record 

plus the smaller the house will 
equal the best chance of getting a 
bank loan, and most importantly, 

paying it off quickly. 
 

chriS J
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GettinG Started

Research
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Live in the area (rent) before you buy 
a home. See if you fit in and make 
sure you’re not making a mistake.

aliSon c

Research, research, research...
Know what is happening AND what 
is planned for the suburb of interest 
AND nearby suburbs.

Sonya t

Investigate future local and state 
government developments that 
may positively or negatively affect 
your investment.

Jan h

Ask your local Beyond Bank branch 
for information on properties for sale 
in certain suburbs through RP Data.

karen b - beyond bank Glendale 
branch, nSw 

Do your homework. Check out all 
the areas you are interested in on 
real estate websites. Spend your first 
month just getting an idea of house 
prices and what those prices get you, 
before you book even one viewing. 
Knowledge is power!

Jean w

GettinG Started Research 

Check the property’s historical 
prices and its surrounding properties’ 
current prices.

PaiGe y

Only fools rush in! Do your research 
on the property, the market and the 
area before deciding on a property 
to buy. There is always time, when 
it comes to making one of the most 
important financial choices in your 
life!

dylan P

Know your suburb, get a feel for it, 
drive around check out the other 
houses in your chosen street, even 
visit at different times of the day.

beVerley c

Consider renting in the area you’re 
interested in first, to get a feel for it.

Stewart t

Ask your local Beyond Bank branch 
for information on properties for sale 
in certain suburbs through RP Data. 

karen b - beyond bank Glendale 
branch, nSw 
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Do your research and keep a 
cool head. 

karolina h. 

comparative Sales data on 
Properties

Before you buy a home, it’s a good 
idea to check the values of other 
properties in the area. That way you 
can establish what type of home you 
can afford to purchase and where. 

By checking the real estate section 
of the paper, surfing the net or 
attending open inspections, you’ll get 
an indication of each home’s ‘asking 
price’. However, the ‘selling price’ 
would be far more helpful. It’s not 
unusual for the two prices to differ  
by several thousand dollars.

At Beyond Bank, we can arrange for 
you to receive recent comparative 
sales data for the suburb, or suburbs, 
in which you are looking to buy. This 
is a free service and information is 
generally available to you within  
24 hours.

To request your sales data, speak 
to a Loans Consultant in your local 
branch and provide them with the 
suburbs or postcodes, the price 
range you are interested in and the 
type of dwelling or land.

Research the houses in the area 
and how much they sell for.  You will 
then know how much to pay for your 
house at auction or private sale.

louiSe y

If your preferred area is not 
affordable, why not consider trying a 
surrounding suburb for a more value 
for money option.

ryan c

If you have a family, or are planning 
one down the track, consider the 
schools around your possible home. 
Many areas have catchments and 
just a street away can make all 
the difference.

Sharon, t

If your target suburb is out of budget, 
try looking at the surrounding 
suburbs. Sometimes the rising value 
in the target suburb might just spill 
into these surrounding suburbs.

Matthew l
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GettinG Started

Inspecting Properties
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Take photos as you go, including 
the letter box. It helps to remember 
which house was which.

beVin w

GettinG Started Inspecting properties

Take lots of pictures when you see 
a property you like, to remind you 
afterwards.  With all the excitement 
of finding somewhere you like, it’s 
easy to forget the details when you 
get home.

Garry M

Make sure the property is close to 
infrastructures such as easy access 
to public transport, schools, shops, 
parks as these add to the lifestyle 
benefits and later on the house will 
be easier to sell too.

eleanor y

Look past the bad paint job, or poor 
lighting, or unflattering website 
images. See the inner potential in 
ANY property. Be sure to not bypass 
any listing that could be a genuine 
treasure that is just presented or 
packaged poorly!

Jenly, l

Don’t go out and purchase the first 
home you see, go have a view of 
several different homes in different 
areas then choose the one you think 
is best suited to you.

eMMa n, beyond bank Port lincoln 
branch, Sa 

Look past the furniture on inspection. 
The size and shape of the room is 
the important thing not the furniture 
within. Also look past the colour 
scheme of the room as paint and 
trims are sometimes easily changed.

kerrie b, beyond bank queanbeyan 
branch, actWrite a list of everything that is 

essential and non-negotiable 
and check it off each time you 
see a property.

aliSon k
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When inspecting your potential new 
home, turn on the oven, hotplate, 
air conditioner, taps and shower to 
check the water, gas and appliances.

Sarah, P

When you inspect take your furniture 
measurements with you (e.g. if you 
have a King size bed or need two 
single beds in another room). Then 
stand in the kitchen and lounge and 
see if you can picture yourself and 
your things there.

Sheryl c

Look for a house with potential . 
Where u can grow expand and 
enjoy. Buy the worst property in the 
best location to maximise your return 
on investment.

Mark c

Have resale in mind, so you buy a 
home that would be great for others 
needs too.

claire e

Always be prepared to walk away 
from a home, no matter how much 
you want it!

Jonathan J

Bring a small electronic device to 
test power points when viewing or 
inspecting a home.

clark M

Like the perfect (human) match, you 
have to look beyond the sometimes 
detracting exterior to uncover a 
hidden housing jewel.

Val h

Learn the art of Home DIY projects 
before you begin, not only will it save 
money but give you the confidence 
to look at properties that may need 
just a semi experienced hand to add 
quick value.

will a
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GettinG Started Inspecting properties

Buy a house that is on high ground, 
not only for the view, but for 
protection from floods.

JaMeS l

Location, location, location. This is 
your home for a while and even if it’s 
a temporary home before moving on, 
resale value will greatly increase if 
the location is right. Do NOT just look 
at the price, look at how much EXTRA 
it will cost to live at the location over 
10 years by NOT having easy access 
to facilities.

edward d

Don’t be scared to press buttons, 
turn knobs and flick switches. 

GabS d

Leave emotion at the door, go with a 
list of must haves and stick to it. For 
example proximity to schools, public 
transport, main roads and amount of 
bedrooms.

adrienne h

what to look for at an 
open inspection

Buying the family home is usually the 
biggest investment anyone makes. 

For more tips on what to look for  
at an open inspection, visit 
beyondbank.com.au/blog  
and search for “open inspection”.
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Try and look at as many houses 
as you can manage, even before 
you’re 100% ready to buy. It’s a 
great way to familiarise yourself 

with the market and makes it 
easier to recognise ‘the one’  

when you find it. 
 

anna k
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First Home Buyers, 
Building, Upgrading 

& Investing
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List your top 5 needs/wants in your 
home. This will help to think clearly 
and view each property clearly.

katherine d

FirSt hoMe buyerS

If it’s your first home save up for that 
20% deposit. That way you won’t 
have to pay mortgagee insurance, 
you can instead put those thousands 
of dollars saved towards your 
mortgage and own your home faster 
and save thousands in interest over 
the long term.

kriStian b

Stay at home until you have a good 
deposit. You can’t save any money 
while renting.

luke r

tips on investing in Property

Investing in property can be daunting 
to the novice. If you’re thinking about 
investing, but are unsure where to 
start, we can help. 

Find out more about negative 
gearing and what deductions you 
can make, visit beyondbank.com.
au/blog and search for ‘investing in 
property’.

inVeStorS

If you’re buying a property for 
investment purposes, ask a property 
manager for a rental appraisal to 
work out whether it fits with your 
financial situation.

SuSan a

When buying investment properties, 
consider the land tax implications of 
your purchases. By buying properties 
in different states or territories, it’s 
possible to stay below the land tax 
property value threshold of any one 
state or territory.

Gordon M
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Sell your house first, so when you 
have bought a house you aren’t in 
big debt if your old house hasn’t 
sold.

Jordyn G

uPGraderS

Don’t rush buying if you have 
already sold your house, don’t settle 
for anything; you will know when the 
right house comes along.

Julie P

buildinG

Always read your inclusions, carpets, 
tiling and front elevations are a few 
things that aren’t mentioned in the 
building process and can end up 
being very costly as an afterthought. 

Zoe l

When buying an old home suitable 
for renovation or demolition in a 
great location, look at corner blocks. 
They are fantastic opportunities for 
sub-division.

tanya c
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Leading Up 
To Buying
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Ask an unrelated professional in the 
building industry to look over your 
chosen property before you sign 
up so you know what is likely to go 
wrong after you sign to purchase the 
property. The more advice you get 
the more you will know about the 
property’s potential problems.

MarGaret a

leadinG uP to buyinG

When you purchase your home 
make sure you are choosing for the 
right reasons and make sure you 
plan for any future family members 
before you lock in to a long term 
investment.

caSi i - beyond bank donaldSon terrace 
branch, Sa

If buying at auction, consider having 
a friend or family member bid on 
your behalf. They may be more 
able to remain unemotional and 
level headed under the stress of the 
auction process.

kaSey G

If you’re at an auction, especially if 
it’s an investment property and there 
are many homes on the market, wait 
to see the home get passed in, as 
vendors then become far more open 
to negotiation. 

Julie V

Make sure you buy in an area that is 
flood free and not in a high risk area 
so your insurance premiums won’t be 
sky high.

Glenda w

Make sure you have enough 
cupboard space!

teena l

Always make sure your bathroom/s 
have a window for fresh air, light 
and ventilation.

Mike k

Grab a coffee or a meal in your new 
suburb. Pretend you already live 
there to get the feel.

blake h
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Refrain from making big decisions 
on impulse. Be well informed and 
well rested, sleeping on it will only 
provide more clarity around making 
the right choice!

Vicky r - beyond bank coMMunity teaM

If you find the perfect property revisit 
the property a second or even a third 
time & take another friend or family 
member as often they will notice 
things you didn’t.

to carryll S - beyond bank Mobile 
relationShiP ManaGer, wa

Look for a loan with a 100% 
Mortgage Offset attached. 
By linking to your mortgage the 
interest will offset the loan and assist 
with reducing the mortgage – a great 
way to save and take advantage of 
being able to own your home sooner.

Maree h - beyond bank eaSt Maitland 
branch, nSw

Research the local area as much as 
possible, finding out local planning 
approvals to have no surprises 
and be able to have informed 
negotiations with agents on price if 
you are still happy to proceed.

Stuart J

Investigate the neighbours. 
Everything might be perfect on your 
land but a bad neighbour could ruin 
it all.

natalia t

It’s important to consider not only the 
loan repayments but also the cost of 
living in that property. Heating and 
cooling, land rates and insurance are 
all part of the home owner package 
and all add up quickly!

danielle h - StaFF tiP, waGGa waGGa 
branch, nSw
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Bring a friend or relative to an open 
home before you make an offer. 
Getting someone else’s opinion will 
help you make the right decision.

erin M

Park out the front at night to see how 
noisy your new home may be after 
hours so you know the late night 
traffic noise, if it’s a busy street for 
foot traffic or if your neighbours like 
to party on weekends!

JenniFer Z

Use onthehouse.com.au to find out 
how much the current owners of your 
target house bought it for and how 
long ago, and how it compares to 
other houses in the same street 
and suburb.

don w

Think about what you can and can’t 
change about the property before 
you buy it. Once you’ve bought, you 
can’t change location or land size, or 
maybe the building if it’s in a block 
of units, but if you get the land size 
and location right, you can always 
modify or replace the house. Walls 
can often be moved and floor plans 
rearranged to suit your own needs 
more. Even if you need to make do 
with the existing structure in the first 
few years, having an appropriate 
piece of land in a good location, will 
bring you value in the long run.

ryan o

Always get a second opinion, if it’s 
your parents, or a friend. Get them to 
take a look and I’m sure they’ll spot 
something you didn’t notice.

ryan c

Don’t rush! If you like a place, have 
a good look. Spend as much time 
inside as possible, take a walk 
around the surrounding area and 
then take a few days to think it 
through. And don’t worry about 
asking the agent for a second visit if 
needed. After all, it’s a huge decision 
and you don’t want to regret it.

MateJ P

leadinG uP to buyinG
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Before you put an offer in to 
purchase a home, knock on 
neighbours doors and ask them 
about the street and area. You will 
get to meet who you will live next 
door to - and may uncover some 
interesting information.

Shelly S - beyond bank learninG & 
deVeloPMent teaM

Talk to the neighbours, on both sides. 
They will tell you everything you 
need to know!

liaM M

Don’t ask for a building inspection 
as a term of sale, just get it in the 
cooling off period. That way your 
offer is more likely to be accepted.

daVid P

Always complete these 3 things 
when purchasing a previously lived 
in house:

Obtain a Building inspection report.
Obtain a pest inspection report. 
Get a quote for insurance on the 
house to see if you are in a flood 
prone area.

These 3 things could save you a lot 
of dollars if any one of them is not up 
to scratch.

Peter d

Have the property checked for 
pests, especially white ants. Have 
the building inspected for faults and 
ensure the plumbing and electrics 
come up to code.

Pearl S

Pre-purchase building inspections

Houses on the market have usually 
been prepared to look their best for 
sale. As a result any faults are often 
not easily seen. 

Find out more about what a pre-
purchase building inspection should 
include, visit beyondbank.com.
au/blog and search for ‘building 
inspection’. 
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leadinG uP to buyinG

Spend half an hour or so  in the 
street during the evening just 

listening to see if there any noises 
or activities going on that you 
would find difficult to live with, 

such as dogs barking incessantly, 
aspiring drummers practising for 
hours etc. Such things can make 

your life miserable.
 

ViVienne M
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Don’t overspend or get 
emotional at auction and 

blow your budget. 
 

SuZi S
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Home Sweet Home  
& Managing Your 

Home Loan
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When buying a house put all 
your earnings each week on the 
mortgage/home loan and use your 
credit card/s for everyday spending. 
When you need to pay for your credit 
card/s take the money from the 
home loan to pay the total balance 
of the credit card/s and you won’t be 
charged interest. Because it takes 30 
days for interest on your credit card/s 
to accumulate your saving interest 
on your home loan by putting all 
your earnings on the home loan.

Sarah c

When possible, put any extra disposable 
income into the mortgage so when 
something suddenly comes up, you’ll 
always have cash handy to redraw.

lyn c

Reduce or remove your in advance 
amount (this is the amount made in 
addition to your minimum repayments 
that you have available to redraw) to in 
turn reduce your minimum repayments. 
You can continue making additional 
repayments and pay off your loan faster 
(which will in turn increase your amount 
available to redraw again) or reduce the 
amount of your repayments to match 
the minimum repayment amount and 
increase your spending or savings by 
the difference.

kriS w - beyond bank lendinG teaM

Budget for the worst case scenario 
and any unexpected extra cash you 
receive put it straight onto your home 
loan.

Matthew c

Do an inspection of the house 
on the day of settlement to make 
sure everything is order. If there 
are any issues advise your solicitor 
immediately.

GreG d

hoMe Sweet hoMe

Use a specialist provider to arrange 
all of your services disconnections 
and reconnections, all undertaken for 
free such as connectnow.com.au 

andrew l 

Try not to leave yourself short by 
using the maximum amount of your 
finance on the sale price. Even new 
homes generally need things bought 
after purchase.

carl a

Be ready for some nasty surprises! 
Have some extra cash with you 
for removalists, furniture and other 
expenses.

Maria t
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ManaGinG your hoMe loan

Pay your mortgage weekly to 
reduce interest, pay your loan 
quicker and any extra funds 

you may have to put it straight 
off the mortgage.

 
liSa e
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Connect with us via social media to stay 
in touch with everything from special offers 
to how we’re supporting your community.

Visit our blog for information and advice on 
everything from saving and budgeting, home 

ownership and property investing, insuring 
your assets and planning for your future. Leave 

feedback, ask us a question and find helpful 
advice to guide you on the path to prosperity. 

Like us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter 
or subscribe to our Blog!
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facebook.com/beyondbank

twitter.com/beyondbank

beyondbank.com.au/blog
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Whether you’re buying or building a home, 
renovating or refinancing, our team have the 

experience and industry knowledge to help you.

We also have Mobile Relationship Managers 
available to come to you at home, work or 
anywhere else, at a time that suits you to 

discuss your home loan requirements.
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Call us on 13 25 85

Apply online at  
beyondbank.com.au

Locate us 
beyondbank.com.au
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The tips included in this booklet were provided by individuals who participated in 
Beyond Bank’s 101 Home Buying Tips competition. Any advice is general in nature 
and may not be suitable to your individual circumstances. We recommend you seek 
personal financial advice prior to acting on this information.

Beyond Bank Australia Ltd. ABN 15 087 651 143  
AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 237 856.


